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This book contains a huge selection of three-dimensional color brain SPECT images on a variety
of neuropsychiatric disorders, including dementia, brain trauma, depression, anxiety, ADD, PMS,
aggression, and substance abuse. This atlas is an excellent introduction to human brain SPECT
imaging and brain-behavior relationships. In addition, there are several before and after research
that highlight expect healing.
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How do you know unless you look? Dr.glad I did so and learned so much Brain Scans Revealed!
It greatly helps to narrow down the and pinpoint the issue. The Perfert Reference One of my co-
workers found this on Amazon. Allen on public tv - surfing channels as you might do...If I had a
magic wand, this info would be integrated into the education and corporate systems! Read
"Change Your Brain, Change Your Life" and reference this atlas (repeatedly) to comprehend
what's REALLY going in in that little head of yours (and everyone else you understand)! She
shows her customers the images so they can understand their problem. This book allows you to
better know very well what you are seeing in a mind scan. Excellent My wife bought this to make
use of in her work. It's an incredible reference for whenever we want showing clients what their
mind looks like under certain conditions. Amen has been learning and documenting mental
disorders for several years. She'll wear this out because of being well used. watched Daniel G.
She said we have to get this for our system. The images are simply what she was looking for.
Makes sense and very fascinating This is an extremely interesting book. We have been to the
Amen Clinic in Virginia and the knowledge was very worthwhile, particularly when you have
exhausted all other avenues and are tired of playing "medication roulette" as I love to call it. how
much are you aware about your brain? Five Stars Beneficial to have a visual with customers
being served coming from my practice. As expected! As expected!
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